Abstract-Aim to problem how the packet size effect to the multimedia data transmission and how to design the packet size to reach the best efficient of transmission. The research is mainly to use the inventory and queuing theory find the best way to design the send packet size. Though the model is established and calculated, The best value have been given. The experiment result also proof that exist best point of the packet size .
I. Introduction
The research of the packet size have been done by vary researcher. The basis question of packet size is how to design the packet size to fit the different situation of the network. In the paper, It mainly talking about the multimedia data transmission under the multimedia transmission condition.
In the Optimization theory, There are two theory about the Optimize store and queue. That is inventory and queuing theory. There are a lot of research , Theorem and results above them. So, the question of packet size can be transform to the inventory and queue's problem. If we truly know about the situation of network. We can use the formula to calculate the optimistic packet size of the network. This paper will organized as follow: In the first section will introduce some related work. In third section, The models and experiment Method will be presented. In forth section, The experiment result will be given.
II. related work
There are already exists dazzle of papers discuss the how to built a network whatever in the condition of wireless [1] [2] [3] and multimedia [4] [5] [6] . They use a lot of method to ensure the Qos of the network under different situation However, the most researchers focus on the normal simulate. In the paper we show the different perform of network. [1] [2] [3] ,the packet size's research is also basis on it [4] [5] . Then the inventory and queuing theory is research by vary research, so the inventory and queuing theory [5] [6] is research in range of disaster recover to the computer budget allocation.
So, It's still can be use to simulate the packet size of network, so we should fully use of it.
III. Models and Experiment Method
Thought there are a lot of question about this big question and also exist a lots of tools and models to solve this question. The model uses inventory and queuing theory. to finish the job.
Assumption 1 : there are three kinds of nodes in the whole network:
1. It is node that only receive the multimedia data.
2. It is node that only send the multimedia data.
3. It is node that both send and received the data.
Assumption 2 : Between each of the sender and receiver, there is a queue warehouse. Queue warehouse will change with time in collections. Assumption 3 : The Delay time of the warehouse is almost equal.
Assumption 4 : The network is good enough that almost all the package can reach the target node. In another words, almost no package lost.(Note: with the development of the network will be satisfied . ) So, the whole network will become the warehouse of nodes the or the queue of them. Between the sender and receiver, there is a queue warehouse between each sender and receiver .
Follow is the figure of the architecture of the model. 2. If the package in the network it will cost in the network and buffer.
So, the follow is how to decide the Optimistic the packet size in the send end basis on the inventory theory. the mainly difference between this model with others is that it is not focus on the particular route between the sender and receiver. The mainly advantage of it is to reduce the difficulty of the model. Then, some definitions are given. Definition 3.1: The whole network is a binary collections (N,W) , N is the collection of senders or receivers' nodes, W is the collection of queuing warehouse between two nodes. Definition 3.2: There are a queue warehouse between every two nodes and it have two queue can upload and download at the same time(but we only should consider one way). 
C is the cost of the every time the connection created, 1 C is cost of the warehouse store.).
Proof :
Let us suppose the storing cost is R, marked as Q, Q=Rt , the created cost is 3 C , So the total cost is 3 C , the time averaged cost is t C 3
The average store 
Use take for 3.1.1 to:  .
The total cost of the transmission is 
As the Theorem 1, Let us suppose the storing cost is R, marked as Q, Q=rt, created cost is 3 C , So the total cost is 3 C , the time averaged cost is t
The storing cost is: 
Finally, we will get
is the result of The storing cost is:
The penalty cost is In order to have a more vividly view of Figure 4 .2n if cost>10000 then let it equal to 10000 (as figure 4.2(a)(b) ). 
V. Conclusion
In the paper , we calculate the best size of the packet basis on the inventory and queuing theory and result shows that it is simulate the different performs of the network when its packet size changes. It shows the different costs and perform of the network.and how to find the best point of the packet size.
It provide reference of host to change it packet size according to the protocol and environment of the network to reach the best efficient.
